In this review, we examine the paradigms and measures available for experimentally studying mixed emotions in the laboratory. For eliciting mixed emotions, we describe a mixed emotions film library that allows for the repeated elicitation of a specific homogeneous mixed emotional state and appropriately matched pure positive, pure negative, and neutral emotional states. For assessing mixed emotions, we consider subjective and objective measures that fall into univariate, bivariate, and multivariate measurement categories. As paradigms and measures for objectively studying mixed emotions are still in their early stages, we conclude by outlining future directions that focus on the reliability, temporal dynamics, and response coherence of mixed emotions paradigms and measures. This research will build a strong foundation for future studies and significantly advance our understanding of mixed emotions.
It is widely agreed that emotions are multicomponential responses that consist of coordinated changes in subjective feeling, motor expression, and physiology . While research on mixed emotions has predominantly focused on studying the subjective feeling component, much remains to be learned about how to study mixed emotions objectively, with respect to both paradigms and measures. This review focuses on the experimental study of mixed emotions, where emotional responses are generated and assessed in the controlled environment of a research laboratory.
Paradigms for generating mixed emotions
For objectively studying mixed emotions, we need psychometrically sound paradigms that not only generate mixed emotions, but also permit a contrast with pure states, as well as a neutral state. To demonstrate distinctness of the mixed emotion from other emotional states, the mixed emotion needs to be contrasted to pure versions of the emotions that make up the mixed state, as well as a neutral emotional state. To demonstrate shared and specific features of the mixed emotion, the mixed emotion needs to be contrasted to a second mixed emotion. The addition of a second mixed emotion, however, considerably inflates the experimental design through addition of not only the mixed emotion itself but also of its own matched constituent emotional states.
Induction of the mixed emotional state needs to be reliable, in the sense that it consistently generates the target emotion within and between individuals. The occurrence of positive and/or negative emotional states in mixed emotions should be simultaneous, stable, and ideally last for the full duration of the trial. To increase measurement reliability, the mixed emotional state should be either sustainable for a relatively long period or highly repeatable. The latter requires homogeneity of the mixed emotion over repeated trials. ,14], or excerpts from motion pictures [15, 16, 17, 18 [ 2 1 9 _ T D $ D I F F ] ]. However, these stimuli have been either ideographic (e.g., recall, self-selected music) or not naturalistic (e.g., scenes from motion pictures), less clear regarding simultaneity, stability, and time course of the mixed emotion (e.g., paired-picture paradigm), focused on a specific type of mixed emotion (e.g., nostalgia, poignancy), limited in number, or missing a neutral comparison condition. 
